PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT FOR “VENI, VIDI, VICI”

Members of the audience of this online presentation (hereinafter referred to as “the Participant”) must agree on a faith of goodwill between the Participant and him/her/themself to commit to full engagement in “VENI, VIDI, VICI.” Prior to engagement, all participants must print, sign and date this contract.

This online experience was created for the purpose of informing participants about their agency in producing and sharing information that can be crucial to achieving justice. The Participant shall choose something from their quarantine experience that they deem an injustice and assume the role of a whistleblower that is leaking evidence on that injustice. In order to reveal this information the Participant must follow the instructions below.

1. Print this document, and retain it for one’s own record once signed and dated.

2. Photographically document a subject (or object) that is the direct or indirect result of the injustice: one picture of the face, one from each side of the body, one of the head, one of the legs, one of the torso with the arms and one of the whole body.

   Note: Participants may use their own discretion in interpreting these prompts.

3. The Participant shall name each photo using the following format (AAAA-BBBBB-CCCC):
   - AAAA designates a 4-digit number that relates to the photographed subject.
   - BBBBB designates the zip code where the subject is located.
   - CCCC designates the body part of the subject.

   example: 1948-84007-HEAD (or TORSO or LEGS or FACE or LSIDE, RSIDE or BODY)

4. Create a Google drive folder & title it with an alias of your choice.

5. Share the folder with Online.veni.vidi.vici@gmail.com and provide editing privileges to the folder.

After completion, the Participant will receive from Sami Ismat (hereinafter referred to as “the Artist”) a document about the success of their whistleblower attempt. Please be aware that failure to complete the instructions as written may prevent the Artist from producing said document.

The Participant is released from any claims by the Artist related to the exercise of the rights and permissions granted herein, including claims for compensation, claims of defamation or any claims regarding rights of privacy or publicity. Accepted and agreed by:

________________________________________  ________________________________
SIGNED (the Participant)                     DATE

________________________________________
PRINTED NAME